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ABSTRACT  

Post-colonial theory has gained worldwide attention of the critical literati, to bring forward manifold 

aspects in the field of literature written in the colonized countries and about colonized people. In other words, 

the 19
th

 century division between the „west‟ and the „rest‟ holds roots of the thinking and reading of the post-

colonialism. With the onset and expansion of the imperial rule, there has always been a constant endeavor to 

legitimize the colonial rule. Post colonialism emanates from the Empire‟s colonies, be they the settler or non-

settler countries. Therefore the term loosens itself quite an extent but maintains the decorum of questioning with 

conviction the history, ethnicity, identity, gender and language. The perennial clash between margin and centre 

on the platform of east-west encounter form the cynosure of post-colonial study. This clash invokes terms like 

„marginality‟, „splitting‟, „displacement‟, „dislocation‟, „immigration‟, „binarism‟, „hyphenation‟, „ambiguity‟ et 

al. Jaques Derrida‟s critique of „Logocentrism‟ strengthens the concept of margin versus centre. Following, the 

publication of Edward Said‟s essay „Orientalism‟ the duration holds lion share responsibility for the 

development of colonial discourse. Said in his seminal work brings down the notion of victimizing of the 

eastern subjects by the western colonial powers by means of hegemonic control. This way history of the 

oppressed was re-written by Orientalists. The present paper tries to focus on the cinematic adaptation of 

Rabindranath Tagore‟s novel Ghare Baire by Satyajit Ray in the same name and tries to delve into the 

postcolonial features present in it.  
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I 

Satyajit Ray adapted Tagore‟s convoluted novel Ghare baire (The Home and the World) in the year 

1984. Tagore wrote it in nine months and while in this period he stayed in Calcutta, Shantiniketan, visited his 

estate in East Bengal, went to Kashmir and Japan. National and Local- these are primarily the two 

preoccupations that can be located at the composition of Ghare Baire. He penned it down between May 1915 

and February 1916. It was the period of World War I that raged in Europe and the questions on the issues of 

Nationalism had begun to make him restless. Set in 1905, winter, Bengal and India, the period of British rule in 

India and the reign of Lord Curzon in Bengal-trying to partition the state with the divide and rule policy-one for 

Hindus and the other for Muslims. Bengal was burning with the thunderstorm of Swadeshi movement 

(Nationalist Movement)-launched to appeal to Boycott British Textile. The film reckons Ray‟s aficionado as a 

social critic, undoubtedly one of the most ideologically complicated works albeit deemed towards the final 

phase of Ray‟s career of filmmaking. The colonizer-colonised complex, the home and the world, the ideologies 
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that govern the social, political and the family fronts: Ray presented it all. This complexity is the extended 

legacy from the historical perspective of Bengal at the turn of the century. Not only Ray but stalwarts like 

Mrinal Sen, Ritwik Ghatak  and Tapan Sinha spoke of the cultural impact of Bengal Renaissance on Cinema 

through their films. When interrogated about the contemporary political relevance of Tagore‟s novel in the 

current scenario by Derek Malcolm, in an interview in 1982, Ray answered him convincingly putting something 

like this-“ It is important in our present confused situation to make films of classics, just to inform people of 

what happened. And what happened was really quite simple. These were Hindu landlords in a predominately 

Muslim area, and the political leader, unlike the zamindar, does not think Muslims are part of India. He is 

fomenting trouble between the two communities. But more than that, he is calling for a nationalist movement 

that would react against the British. It was primarily a movement based on the middle classes and calling for 

such things as the wearing of specifically Indian clothes, which was absurd because there was often no 

substitute in the shops. It was bound first to cause trouble and then to peter out.’” 

Ray‟s cinematic adaptation of Ghare Baire reflects quite an amount of shift from the moment of 

Tagore‟s writing. The contrapuntal reading of fiction and its celluloid presentation brings forth the thought 

about a dialectical reversal. Nevertheless the auteur‟s creativity serves as honest literary-historical precedent that 

provides paramount help in understanding the film‟s own actuality. In fact, the film becomes a contemporary 

statement, putting forth that, as an utterance in the world, it relates more to us as audiences than to us as readers 

in Tagore‟s context. 

The ill fated inter-personal drama staging constant struggle between the „home‟ and the „world‟ in the 

Bengal circa- featuring Nikhilesh, a Zamindar, epitomizes Bourgeois class; moderate in temperament, 

noninterventionist, pacifist and extensively farsighted. He desires his wife liberate herself by learning English, 

its ways and customs and step out from the inner quarters (andarmahal) of their ancient aristocratic domesticity. 

But this modern outlook of Nikhil proves fatal to the otherwise smooth ambience of home. Sandeep, the 

childhood friend of Nikhil and his revolutionary for whom Bimala stands as a figure of an Eurocentric 

colonizer. “Film” as Ray observed once “as a mode of expression, and the very concept of an art form existing 

in time was a western concept, not an Indian one.” The perennial struggle to show the Western world, the 

success of the colonized Indians, through the reel journey, lies as a challenge in front of Ray. This triangular 

love story at the backdrop along with Sandeep‟s unconquerable oratory against Nikhil‟s skepticism, Bimala‟s 

narcissistic tendencies are all so candidly portrayed by Ray that it escalates to deserve what Gillo Pontecorvo 

felt-the Third World Cinema. Apart from the political clash between the two friends, it is Bimala who brings an 

indispensable amount of transgression- she transgresses from the labyrinthine status of domesticity dictated by 

patriarchy, which was akin to Bengal and India at large, and finally she is ready to suffer her choice. Bimala‟s 

disloyalty and betrayal towards home (as for Nikhilesh is her real home) and setting out for the world, 

economical and political chaos led to the parallels of interior dissolution and exterior disintegration. 

 

II 

Visionary Satyajit Ray, in an ever-changing world, commuted the aesthetics of European realism with 

evocative symbolic realism. Amartya Sen is of the opinion in his The Argumentative Indian, that Ghare Baire, 
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in both the novel and the film, Tagore and Ray had expressed their respective view of patriotism. Sen quotes the 

passage: “I am willing to serve my country; but my worship I reserve for Right, which is far greater than my 

country. To worship my country as a God is to bring a cure upon it.” Like Shatranj Ke Khilari (The Chess 

Players), Ray provides an interaction of India with the West and since in a microcosmic level, without much 

keys to unlock its background, it somehow made the Westerners badly misunderstand on both the film and the 

novel. Marxist critic George Lukacs stern commentary on Tagore that „he put himself at the intellectual service 

of the British police‟ in his „libelous pamphlet‟, „a petite Bourgeois yarns of the shoddiest kind‟. He even went 

on to the extent of comparing Sandip‟s portrayal as a patriotic leader as‟ a contemptible caricature of Gandhi.‟ 

But his contemporary Bertolt Brecht was quite softer in his tone praising Tagore‟s work as a „fine, powerful 

piece of work‟. All the three characters in the novel- Nikhilesh, Sandip and Bimala, share their respective 

portion through a form of a kind of a diary. This series of diary interlock the story to a beginning, middle and 

end. Each member of the fateful triangle by turns reveals his or her inner thoughts and motivations.”(Robinson, 

267). Although E.M. Forster admitted of the beauty of the novel, but he was skeptical of the developments of 

the characters. In his opinion the characters simply serve as a vehicle to carry Tagore‟s always interesting 

philosophy and they neither posses any life of their own nor are they convincing individuals. Throughout the 

novel Tagore had tried an „experiment‟ that had not quite come off. Back home Anita Desai wrote in her 

introduction to a 1985 reissue of the novel, “there are extraordinary flashes of light and color, as if created by 

the striking of flints, as well as touches of tenderness and childishness which lighten the lowering clouds of the 

prevalent mood of disaster and give the novel variation and vivacity… It is a dramatic tale, yet not particularly 

dramatic in the telling.” Indeed the dramatic or not dramatic flavor has a seed of an autobiographical anecdote 

that germinated into a candid flicker of modern picturesqueness. Bimala‟s introduction to Sandip by Nikhil 

takes the readers down the memory lane to the story of Satyendranath Tagore, the elder brother of Rabindranath, 

who took a friend of his to the „andarmahal‟ of the famous Thakurbari to introduce him to his wife who was 

lying on her bed under a mosquito net. This modern outlook, by and large, are potent ruminations on modern 

India‟s great tragedy. John Coleman observed that Bimala‟s exposure to Sandip was some kind of „weird 

fidelity-test‟. The repertoire of high pitched political verbosity reverberated not just in India but around all 

corners of the world. 

Free spirited Ray perceived the novel more as a love triangle than a projection of the constant struggle 

between opposed values. He chose to slightly differ from Tagore in his celluloid presentation of the novel. He is 

much vocal about making things concrete to what Tagore was somehow unmindful. The Victorian décor, the 

bric-a-brac, of Nikhil‟s palace with Zamindari fervor- Ray maintained all the glamour in his film with precision. 

Albeit alterations to the plot, he proficiently manifested the clear voices of the characters-distinct from each 

other-and finally adjoining his own too. Ray strengthened the intuition of predestination in the events that 

follow. “The film” opinionates Pauline Kael “obeys its own non-Western canon.” 

The characterial presentation in the films of Nikhil, Sandip and Bimala lacks the vivacity with which 

they appear in the novel. Ray has avoided much of the charismatic miasma that floats around each of them. 

Sandip is depicted feeble yet possessing undaunting skill of oratory while Tagore‟s Sandip is comparatively 

strong and less sentimental. As Nikhil observes that he suffers from “a deep sense of frustration: With all his 
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gifts he couldn‟t really accomplish anything.” like many clever Bengalis. As in contrast to Amulya, Sandip‟s 

teen age disciple, who is the only character in the film which ray superbly frames his improved version than his 

original, is definitely no revolutionary. Sandip wants to gain some power by whatever means possible, thereby 

to stand up for the anti-colonial angst but not by disrupting the status quo. Nikhil is comparatively more 

admirable, unselfish in his instincts, he is “nothing less than government by love” (Robinson, 270), till he finally 

leaves for good. Ray after reading Tagore‟s version of Ghare Baire felt more closely attached to Nikhil than 

Sandip. He projects Nikhil with high degree of human qualities but never made him a saint. The long 

monologue that Ray put in his mouth claim his human qualities: “From setting fire to the peasant‟s barns to 

sinking‟s Mirjan‟s boat,  I‟ve been informed of everything; you speak of unity between Hindus and Muslims, 

but infact, you oppressed Muslims. I won‟t tolerate it anymore. I may not believe in Swadeshi, but I truly admire 

some Swadeshi leaders. But I don‟t admire those whose actions belie their words. You are not saving the 

country. You are ruining it. I won‟t allow this to go on in my estate.”  Ray surpassed Tagore in his staging of 

Nikhil in a high platform, whom Tagore never bothered to set. This anthropomorphism is the resultant force of 

Ray‟s own days of staying in Shantiniketan. He could never feel cozy and comfortable in the presence of that 

persona-grata. Tagore‟s mellifluence opened space for Ray in the projection of Nikhil. But overall the critics are 

however dissatisfied with the performance of the characters and the film had to bear the blame for being 

extremely loquacious. 

The concurrent watching of Charulata, Ray‟s much elevated work, is a simple tale of unrequited love. 

The poisonous insinuation of „andarmahal‟- the passion for  extramarital emotions are presented unanimously 

by Charu, Bimala, Manimalika and et al.the transitional juncture of the colonial to postcolonial, from tradition to 

modernity led to the emancipation of women. Women empowerment has started to set sail although not yet 

planted a firm root for a rock solid establishment. Thus we find a variegated portrayal of women characters- 

Charulata is creative and a voracious reader while Bimala bluntly follows her husband‟s instructions to cope up 

with modernism and Manimalika keeps hersrelf busy with material cravings, thereby showing no signs of 

emancipating ambitions.  

 Ray‟s oeuvre witnesses a huge spectrum of canvas that largely focuses on social issues those were 

mainly the need of the hour. In a way, Ray lived through and for his time. He astoundingly and meticulously 

sensed the pulse of the time he dealt with. The subtle presentation of Bengal in the context of the state‟s rural, 

urban, social, political, economical, historical, ideological, philosophical and psychological practicalities 

stretching across the phenomena of transition from tradition to modernity is so well knit with veracity that it 

ennobled his multitude dexterity in filmmaking. But unfortunately the foreign review of Ray‟s expertise posses 

a shallow coverage-“The first thing that strikes one upon reading the foreign reviews of Ray‟s films, written by 

some sixty critics over a period of ten years, is their general mediocrity- barring a handful of exceptions, like the 

reviews by Penelope Houston, Judith Crist, and Pauline Kael, which are remarkably perceptive, and avoid the 

general condescending tone that will be criticized presently. The critics responded enthusiastically to Ray‟s 

cinema. But in general they had little to say that was helpful for an understanding of Ray‟s work, especially in 

the fluid context of changing sensibilities and conflicting ideologies. The mediocrity of foreign reviews is little 

consolation for anyone who bemoans the poor quality of film criticism in India. (Roberge, 179). 
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III 

Ray knew how to tie up cinema with the aspects of significant historical mutations. His cinema speaks beyond 

the shots laying out manifold connotations, thereby leaving some space for the viewers to decipher what he 

wants to convey. This paper delves into the major transformational phase that Bengal was facing in 19
th

 century. 

The characters of Ray‟s cinema, which were highly inspired by Occidental ideologies, could reveal the story of 

a generation- the individual action stupendously bring forth a certain amount of socio-cultural environment. 

Ray‟s cinema gives a clear message that an individual‟s encounter with self is unavoidable vis-à-vis any form of 

change in the social milieu. Ghare Baire presents a set of ideology, the three different principles stated by 

Nikhil, Sandip and Bimala. But the single dogma is that any violation of the established belief leads to the 

perennial catastrophe.  

Thus in the film Ray has been very successful in putting forth the transition from tradition to modernity 

in the colonial and postcolonial period and its aftermaths with sheer expertise. This wholesome presentation of 

his huge panoramic montage benchmarks his integrity, authenticity and alacrity that makes him the prisoner of 

his own genius. 
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